Eureka! Set-Up Instructions
Taron Basecamp 6 person (#2629043) Tents

Contents of Carry bag
Tent body
Tent fly
Pole bag: 2 long straight main poles, 2 shorter curved side brim poles, 1 short straight fly pole
Stake bag: stakes & guyout cords

Elluminate SYSTEM: 2 silver panels

Setting up the Tent Body

1. Spread the tent body out, floor side down. Locate the yellow webbing stake out loop, as this marks the front of the tent. Also locate the grey fabric main pole sleeves which cross in the top center of the tent body.

2. Assemble the two main poles (the two long straight poles)

3. Starting at the corner where the yellow webbing stake out loop is, follow the sewn seam past the plastic clips and insert one of the main poles into the grey fabric pole sleeve. Continue sliding the pole through the sleeve until it reaches the black webbing stake out loop at the opposite corner. Repeat process with second pole & sleeve. Correctly threaded, the poles will make a large X shape, crossing in the middle of the tent. Confirm the poles follow the seams of the tent, and the tips are aligned with the corner webbing stake out loops.

4. Starting with the pole at the yellow webbing stake out loop, insert the tip of the pole into the grommet (metal ring). Moving to opposite end of pole, pressure the pole to bend it upwards & insert the pole tip into the grommet. Repeat process with second pole.

5. Assemble the two side brim poles (the two shorter curved poles).

6. On the sides of the tent, locate the grey fabric sleeves. Insert & slide one of the side brim poles through the sleeve, inserting the pole tips into the grommets at each end. On opposite side of tent body, repeat process with second pole.

7. Walk around the tent and connect all of the black plastic clips to their respective poles.

8. Secure the tent to the ground using the stakes provided. Start at the yellow webbing stake out loop, next proceed to opposite corner, and slide firmly pulling on the black webbing stake out loop hammer in the stake. Repeat process with the other two corners. Also secure with stakes the black webbing mid-point stake out loops on each side of the tent.

9. The tent body will now be erect, properly tensioned, and secured to the ground.

Attaching the Fly Sheet

1. Assemble the fly pole (1 short straight pole)

2. Spread the flysheet on the ground with the inside upwards, the V3 small fly vestibule pole at your feet, and the yellow webbing strap with buckle on your left.

3. Following the sewn seam from the top of the small fly vestibule pole, locate the black webbing pocket with hook/loop closure, the hook/loop closure at the top center of the fly, and the black webbing pocket at the opposite end of the fly.

4. Insert fly pole end into the black webbing pocket at the opposite end of the fly, secure the pole to the fly with the hook/loop closure at the top center of the fly, and then secure the final end of the fly pole in the black webbing pocket with hook/loop closure.

5. Matching the fly’s yellow webbing strap to the tent body’s yellow webbing stake out loop, drape the fly over the tent body, confirming the inside of the fly is now facing the tent body.

6. Align and center the fly on the tent body so the 4 buckles match, and the fly’s seams follow the tent body’s poles.

7. On the sides of the tent body, reach under the flysheet and carefully align and then secure the flysheet’s hook/loop closure to the center of the side brim pole’s grey fabric sleeve.

8. Locate the reflective webbing guyout loops on the outside of the flysheet, reaching under the guyout loops, wrap the hook/loop closure around the pole to secure the fly to the pole structure.

9. Now clip the buckles at each of the four corners, pulling the webbing through the buckle to tension the fly.

10. Securing the V3 Vestibule: At the front of the tent, locate the two black webbing stake out loops on either side of triangular face of the V3 vestibule. Pulling equal tension on each loop, secure each loop with a stake. To properly tension the V3 vestibule during staking, reach under the fly & push the ground-level end of the V3’s pole away from you. When completed, the V3’s small vestibule pole will be at approximately a 45 degree angle from the ground when viewed from the side with the door open. During extreme weather, anchor the inside tip of the V3 small vestibule pole with a stake through the black webbing loop. Additionally tie a provided guyout cord to reflective webbing guyout loop and secure with a stake.

11. Securing the rear vestibule: for increased versatility in configuring the vestibule, four adjustable stake out loops are provided. Minimally, stake the two outermost stake out loops, adjusting the tension by pulling the webbing through the triglide buckle.

12. Vectored Side Pullouts: As part of the V3 System, this tent features fly-to-tent body pullouts. At the mid-point on each side of the tent, reach under the fly’s edge, slide the black “dog bone” toggle through the “O-Ring” located on the tent body. Attach a provided guyout cord to the small webbing loop. Secure guyout cord with a stake. Repeat process on other side of tent. The Vectored Side Pullouts enhance ventilation, increase the tent’s interior living space, and strengthen the overall tent during inclement weather.

13. Guyouts: This tent features preinstalled equalized guyouts. Get in the habit of always using the guyouts even in good weather.

Elluminate System:
Increases the brightness of floor-level lighting provided by LED lanterns inside the tent. Two removable triangular silver-reflective Elluminate panels install in the ceiling with small webbing loops & toggles and reflect a lantern’s light downwards to the floor, increasing the brightness of floor-level light up to 3 times. A reinforced webbing hang loop with D-ring securely holds LED lanterns at the tent’s peak. An elegant, yet simple & effective solution to brighten the nighttime camping experience.

Dried Entry Marker: Located on the front V3 Vestibule door, keep rain out of the tent when entering/exiting by stopping the fly’s zipper at the reflective webbing marker.

Snivel Locks: both front and rear vestibules’ door panels lock at bottom with a side-release buckle to eliminate wind-driven opening.

V3 Enhanced Tent System:
A series of individual features which create a system that enhances a tent’s utility and comfort in the backcountry. This synergistic system is called the V3-Enhanced Tent System. There are three primary design components to the V3 Enhanced Tent System: the vertical strut vestibule pole, vectored fly-to-tent body pullouts, and hooded fly vents. Each design feature offers several individual performance benefits, but when incorporated into a single tent, a synergistic effect is observed.

NOTE: Only for use with battery powered LED lanterns.
WARNING: KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT!

This tent meets the flammability requirements of CPAL-84. The fabric may burn if continuous contact with any flame source. Do NOT operate any device which burns fuel inside your tent. This could lead to serious injury or death.

SEAM SEALING:
We recommend using a seal such as Kenyon Seam Sealer 3 or McNett Outdoor SeamGrip.
- Work in a fully ventilated area.
- Set the tent up or lay the tent out flat. Taut seams allow for even application and penetration of the sealer.
- Decide which seams need to be sealed. For example, seams that will be exposed to rain, runoff, or ground level water are a must for sealing, while seams on uncoated nylon or mesh panels don't need treatment. There is no need to seal the seams in the roof or the factory taped seams. We recommend sealing both sides of the fly and the floor.
- Apply sealant to the inside and outside of all exposed seams. Several thin layers will work better than one thick layer. Read and follow manufacturer's instructions.

STAKING:
All tents need to be staked down to keep them from blowing away. Securing the tent by placing heavy objects inside is just not adequate.
- Once the tent body is erected, stake it out before the fly is put on. This enables you to secure the tent to ensure that the fly goes on properly. Pull the base of the tent out so that each web stake loop or ring & pin is driven. Make sure that all corners are square. It is important that you don't stake the tent out too tightly. You will know that it is too tight if the door zippers can not be easily operated.
- Drive stakes through the web loops, or with ring & pin, drive the stake just inside the ring so that the “I” hook catches it. Tie a piece of cord or web into a loop through the ring to be used as a large stake loop if needed.
- With the tent properly staked, drape the fly over the frame, attach its tent connection points and stake down all pull outs.
- Do not attempt to remove the stakes by pulling on the tent becket loop, or dog-bones and elastic loops are sewn to the underside of the fly. These are specific to each tent model. The aluminum frame may bend slightly and take a “set” through usage; this is normal and not a defect. It is important that you don't stake the tent out too tightly. This will allow increased airflow into the tent from the bottom. Open the low vent when rain prevent the low vent from being opened, the high door can vent still be used. Fly overhangs or vestibules may allow increased airflow through the top.

STAKING IN SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
- Sand. Use long, broad stakes with plenty of surface area in loose soil.
- Hard, Rocky, or Frozen Soil. Steel stakes work best. Store steel stakes separately. Their sharp edges can cut fabric and leave rust stains, which might damage your tent.
- Snow. Use “dead man” anchors. Tie tent to buried objects (branches, tent bags, or stuff sacks filled with snow; or tie tents to snow shoes, skis, or ski poles).

Ultraviolet Light:
Ultraviolet light damage to tent fabric is caused by excessive exposure to sunlight. While most fabrics are UV resistant, Ultraviolet light is harmful. Fabric is susceptible to UV degradation. UV damage will cause nylon and polyester to become brittle and tear easily. We recommend that you use the rain fly even on clear days, especially when the sun is low in the sky. The rainfly is both easier and less expensive to replace if damaged. UV damage can be minimized by erecting tents on shaded sites with low exposure to direct sunlight.

GENERAL POLE CARE:
- Never let tent poles snap together as this can damage the pole end.
- Do not drop tent or pole bags on their ends and do not bounce a tent bag on its end. This can stretch the fabric and damage the pole ends.
- Attach parachute cord to the loops/rings and stake them in the ground three to four feet from the edge of the tent. If staked too close to the tent, wind can cause an upward pull that could dislodge the stakes.
- While the tent is completely dry, then store loosely rolled, in a cool, dry place. To prevent dust from collecting on the tent, cover it with a cloth. This allows the nylon/polyester fabric to breathe.
- Do not attempt to remove the stakes by pulling on the fly. Hungry critters will chew through tent fabric in search of food.

STORAGE:
- Make sure the tent is completely dry, then store loosely rolled, in a cool, dry place. To prevent dust from collecting on the tent, cover it with a cloth. This allows the nylon/polyester fabric to breathe.
- The tent should be stored in its fully assembled state. This reduces the tension on the shock cord, prolonging its life.
- The tent bag should be used only as a carry sack and not for storage.

COLOR TRANSFER:
Do to the nature of tent fabrics, color can transfer from darker to lighter fabrics when the two fabrics are in contact over time when wet, damp or exposed to the combination of moisture and high heat. This does not affect the tent's performance or warranty. To minimize color transfer, always make sure your tent is completely dry prior to packing and storage.

- Clean the tent by setting it up and wiping it down with a mild soap (liquid hand soap) and lukewarm water solution. Rinse thoroughly and dry completely. Never use detergent, washing machines or dryers because they can damage the tent’s protective coating and seams. After cleaning, be sure the tent is completely dry, especially between each web stake out loop or ring & pin. Make sure that all corners are square. It is important that you don't stake the tent out too tightly.
- Clean the tent poles with a cloth and lubricate them with silicone spray. This is especially important if you’ve been camping in a location with sand/dirt. If you don’t clean the zippers, the sliders will wear out and eventually the teeth will become inoperable.

LIMITED WARRANTY:
Johnson Outdoors Gear LLC warrants to the original purchaser that its products are free from defects in material and workmanship, for the life of the product, except as qualified below. The life of the product is determined from the date of purchase until such time that the product is no longer serviceable due to normal wear and tear. What Is Not Covered: Johnson Outdoors Gear LLC shall not be responsible for damages to fabrics or materials that occur with extended use (e.g., Ultraviolet (UV) light damage on tents, exhausted zippers), or defects caused by accident, abuse, alteration, animal attack, accident or some other reason that is not covered under the warranty we will provide the necessary services for a reasonable charge, plus shipping and handling. We require that products accepted for any repair be properly cleaned according to our recommended care instructions. Please send your product or component that requires repair (e.g., tent fly), postage prepaid, with a description of the problem and handling. We require that products accepted for any repair be properly cleaned according to our recommended care instructions. Please send your product or component that requires repair (e.g., tent fly), postage prepaid, with a description of the problem and handling. We require that products accepted for any repair be properly cleaned according to our recommended care instructions. Please send your product or component that requires repair (e.g., tent fly), postage prepaid, with a description of the problem and handling. We require that products accepted for any repair be properly cleaned according to our recommended care instructions. Please send your product or component that requires repair (e.g., tent fly), postage prepaid, with a description of the problem and handling.